RUTTE CELERY
Juniper with green, piney notes, celery leaves, lemon zest, coriander
and cracked black pepper.

plymouth

G’VINE NOUAISON

Introduced in 1793 and still competing with the best craft
gins today. This gin needs no further introduction.

Grape based with bergamot, cardamom, cassia, coriander, ginger, juniper,
liquorice, lime, nutmeg, plum.

DINGLE

FIFTY POUNDS

From the south west coast of Ireland comes a gin
reflective of the Irish landscape with flavours of rowan,
fuchsia, hawthorn and heather. Voted the World’s
Best Gin 2019.

A classic juniper gin with lemon & lime, a tinge of sweetness,
with hints of liquorice, angelica and orange.

An Dúlamán
The Dúlamán Irish maritime gin is influenced by its coastal origins
with flavours of locally harvested seaweed, sea salt and roast chestnut
with hints of juniper and lemon sweetness.

BOTANIST
A complex gin containing nine gin aromatics and a further
twenty two locally found botanicals from the Isle of Islay.

bloom
As you might suspect, this is a very floral gin with a scent of
thick fruit and flavours of blossom, pomelo and citrus.

beefeater 24
‘DELICIOUS TO JUST SIP ON ITS OWN’
This exciting new category of sipping gin’s which you will find is unique to
Andy’s, celebrates the purity of gin (without the tonic) and its many and
varied botanicals, flavours, blends and fusions. This selection of sipping gins,
celebrates the time and passion invested by gin makers who are truly
passionate about their craft and their creativity.

POTHECARY
Thyme, honey, orange, a touch of white chocolate, raspberries, citrus and sherbet.

old curiosity
chamomile & cornflower
Incredibly aromatic with fresh florals along with heady citrus peels, before a gentle
spiced warmth comes through on the palate, elegant and herbaceous.

A very aromatic and floral gin and the most awarded
gin in the world.

geranium
A surprisingly soft and light gin with vibrant
citrus and floral notes.

NO. 209
A gin that tastes of bourbon, fine cognac and even aged rum.

BULLDOG
A smooth gin with multiple layers of flavour, served
with the worlds hottest chilli, the ‘Carolina Reaper’.

STRANE

BOBBY’S schiedam JENEVER

This uncut strength gin holds the title of the world’s
strongest gin at an eye watering 76%.

Earthy fennel, cut grass, floral fresh rose, red berry, earthy spice and christmassy clove.

BLACK TOMATO

SACRED CHRISTMAS
PUDDING

Tomato, spice and berries with salt water, juniper and cardamon,
served with sliced baby tomato and celery.

It has the flavour of a Christmas Pudding – and we
love it! Just a great choice of gin for anytime of year.

all our sELECT gins:

€6.50

Gin: A Brief History
Gin has had a rather chequered history, it is certainly a long and often violent one (there were even gin riots!).
It has given rise to some familiar phrases we hear today – from the Orange War and a soldiers “Dutch Courage”
to satirical socialist Bernard Mandeville’s comment of “Mother’s Ruin”, because no mother can survive the ravages
of gin. During the Renaissance (a time of great thinking and creativity), gin was seen as a bit of a ‘cure-all’
remedy. It was even believed to be a viable cure for the ‘Black Death’. At one time there was a working gin still in
one out of every four habitable structures in London. Gin therefore became a bit of a ‘medicine’, a real therapeutic
find in fact. Quinine in the tonic water (derived from the bark of the cinchona tree), was found to be a potent
deterrent to malaria-carrying mosquitoes. However, the bitterness of the quinine was unpalatable, so gin was
added to make the drink taste better, and so became the very popular G&T as we know and love ot today.

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE
One of the forefathers of the gin revolution and
guaranteed to stand the test of time.

all our sELECT gins:

€6.50

At Andy’s we share your
passion for a great Gin and
enjoy bringing you some of the
most amazing Gins from
around the World. All our
specially selected Gins offer
new tastes and flavours, and
each Gin is paired with
knowledge and a large
slice of local humour.
Let the Party Be Gin!

all our sELECT gins:

€6.50

all our sELECT gins:

€6.50

Haymans Sloe Gin

CHASE SEVILLE MARMALADE gin

This is a really well balanced sloe gin that is not overly
sweet, even though it has flavours of plum and cherries.
It is a lively fruity gin with the right amount of tartness
and is certainly not one dimensional.

Chase Seville Marmalade gin uses potatoes which are grown on
the distillery’s own farm as the base ingredient. This gin is then
re-distilled with orange peel to impart its unique flavour. The
perfumed Seville orange peel takes centre stage while juniper
and other botanicals work alongside.

Slingsby Rhubarb Gin

MAOLÓG irish gin (monaghan)

A definite burst of rhubarb flavour that has some subtle
hints of zesty grapefruit, making it a sweet scented
refreshing gin. Pair this rhubarb tart flavour with other
gin botanicals and you are on for a treat!

Maológ or {may-loag}, is distilled and flavoured using ‘pink
dragon fruit’ from East Asia. This is a very unique, fragrant and
delicate fruit with a mild sweetness. Other botanicals include,
lemon, grapefruit peel, lavender and angelica root, with the
freshness of pear and cucumber.

Nordés gin
A Galician gin inspired by the fresh northerly Atlantic
wind. Made using pomace from Albarino grapes, the
botanicals include juniper, ginger, hibiscus, liquorice,
eucalyptus, lemon verbana, sage & samphire, laurel and
black tea, all resulting in a very unique and intriguing
gin. A real ‘must try’ experience.

PINK PEPPER GIN

Bobby’s gin

Martin Miller’s WESTBOURNE

A distinctly floral gin with hints of rose hip, lemon,
lemongrass, anise and fennel as well as echoes of
fragrant spice. This is a complex gin that definitely
stands out from other gins.

When a gin is rated ‘best in the world’, you can be sure it’s
going to be something special. Martin Miller’s Westbourne gin
is exactly that. It balances crisp clean flavour with hints of
citrus sweetness and is remarkably smooth and aromatic.
Easy to see why it has the accolades it has earned!

design: www.pH7.ie

Before you ask, its not pink! Pink Pepper gin from the
Cognac region in France certainly lives up to its impressive
region. The gin is gorgeous, complex and curious! The peppery
spice and sweet play well together. This is a gin designed to
age ... if it gets the chance!

G’Vine Floraison gin

Brooklyn gin

A new wave gin with underlying flavours include
cardamom, cassia, ginger, grape flower, liquorice, kaffir
lime, nutmeg and vanilla. An unusual but deliciously fresh
gin with a complex and exciting roller coaster of
aromatics.

A handmade gin from New York, it is distilled from local corn
and uses botanicals such as citrus peels, sweet orange,
cardamom, coriander, grapefruit and lime with echoes of chai
and lavender. While a complex gin, it is fresh, easy to drink
and exciting.

The name Gin is a shortened form of the older
English word Genever, related to the French
word Genièvre and the Dutch word Jenever.
All ultimately derive from Juniperus,
the Latin forJuniper.

